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Dried Fruits Australia acknowledges the Traditional Owners

of the land on which we work and meet.

We pay our respects to Elders past, present and emerging.
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W E L C O M E
On behalf of the Dried Fruits Australia (DFA) Board and staff, I would like to

submit this report on the activities and representations made by the organisation

throughout the 2021-2022 financial year.

Mark King

Chairman, DFA
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O P E R A T I O N S  U P D A T E
FINANCE

The audited financial report for DFA is presented separately to members at the

AGM. The audited financials cover the 12-month period (1 July 2021 to 30 June

2022).

Other financial reports presented at the AGM include the audited financials for

the Australian Dried Vine Fruits Trust (1 July 2021 to 30 June 2022) and the

audited financials for the Dried Fruits Trust (1 July 2021 to 30 June 2022).

SERVICE AGREEMENTS

DFA continued to provide finance administration services to the two industry

trusts across the 2021-2022 financial year.
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VISION

A profitable industry delivering innovative growth and quality dried grapes.

GOALS

Industry: Increase industry investment, innovation, viability, grower returns and

sustainability of supply

Market development: Sustain and grow profitable markets, market share and

product differentiation

Organisation: Facilitating timely pathways to measurable innovation outcomes

through active, efficient representation.
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COVID-19

Advocated to government regarding

labour requirements and seasonal

workforce

Victorian Government Seasonal

Workforce funding program

commenced and revised in June

2022 as, after trying every available

opportunity, there was no seasonal

labour available for training in

winter pruning. The revised program

will focus on promoting the

development of mechanised

pruning and will also record

information on winter pruning

activities

Advocated to government regarding

logistics and border issues related to

Covid-19 closures

Remained involved and engaged in

AgVic fortnightly meetings to

advocate on behalf of horticulture

regarding impacts of Covid-19 policy

issues  and lockdowns

New five-year Industry Innovation

and Adoption Program funded by

Hort Innovation

Field events recommenced and 

 filmed for DFA YouTube channel

Winter pruning mechanisation

project completed

Dried Fruit Quality Awards 

 presented at Mildura Field Days

Introduction of Top Crop Awards

Traceability Project funded by the

Australian Government for the

development and launch of an

electronic Spray Diary 
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10 TONNE PROJECT

Continuation of the 10 Tonne Project

funded by the Australian

Government under the Murray

Darling Basin Economic

Development Program

INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENT

LOCAL HISTORY PROJECT

Victorian Government funded project

finalised, with historical materials

archived and stored appropriately for

ongoing preservation

INVESTMENT ATTRACTION

Promotion of GrapeInvest to

potential investors, accountants and

rural banking sector representatives

INTERNATIONAL SEEDLESS
DRIED GRAPE CONFERENCE

Attendance by video conference at

International Seedless Dried Grape

Conference during October 2021
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Continued advocacy to Federal and

State governments on water policy

challenges, particularly on Goulburn

Intervalley Trade

National Farmers’ Federation: input

at board/working group level and

Hort Council

Seasonal workforce

COMMUNICATIONS
Publication of the quarterly Vine

magazine – in hard copy and

digitally – and fortnightly newsletter

Currant News

Media releases on industry issues as

required

Updating of DFA website

Information posted to social media 

YouTube videos of field walks

Promotional video and brochure

developed on winter pruning

requirements

ADVOCACY

DFA is a signatory to Emergency

Plant Pest Response Deed 

Represent industry on Plant Health

Australia Emergency Plant Pests and

National Management Group: input

on incursions to Australia

New biosecurity levy began January

2021 and is used to pay dried grape

contribution to the management

and eradication of incursions

BIOSECURITY

Facilitated new licence agreement

with CSIRO including change from

per hectare charge to per tonne

charge for royalty fee

Database and royalties for

commercial varieties maintained

Secretariat for Unique Varieties

Committee

COMMERCIALISATION

Continued support for export growth

Maintain Australian Sultanas website

Continued to work with and monitor

Global Dried Fruit Alliance's

promotional campaign for dried fruit 

MARKETING

ANNUAL GROWER FORUM
Held in April 2022 with keynote

speakers Kevin Bodnaruk on

chemicals, Adam Briggs – Hort

Innovation, Scott Gillet – CERES

Imaging, Tyson Milne – MDBA, Ferdie

Botha – Raisins South Africa, and

processors APDF and Sunbeam

Foods, along with DFA IDO Stuart

Putland

Building on the R&D forum held in

2021, the Board met in May 2022 to

formulate the next five-year strategic

plan to ensure the sustainability and

viability of the dried grape industry

STRATEGIC PLANNING



H O R T  I N N O V A T I O N

Hort Innovation is Australia’s

horticulture research development

corporation.

The grower-owned organisation

oversees an annual investment of

$100 million in research, development

and marketing programs across all

horticultural sectors.

Stakeholder engagement

representative for dried grapes is

Dumi Mhlanga, who is based in the

Sydney office and coordinates the

SIAP meetings.

2021-22 SIAP members included

Malcolm Bennett, Thomas Cheung,

Peter Jones, Allan Long, Michael

Treeby, Mark King and Anne Mansell. 

During the course of this year, Hort

Innovation has continued

consultation with the SIAP on the

development of the Dried Grape

Annual Investment Plan, which is

based on the Dried Grape Strategic

Investment Plan.

Regretfully regional extension

manager Dr Jay Cummins resigned to

take on another role with grain. New

regional extension manager Dr Nicole

Dimos-Byrnes will work with several

industries, including dried grapes.

STRATEGIC INVESTMENT ADVISORY PANEL (SIAP)
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All R&D and marketing programs are

brought to the SIAP for input, which is

simply an advisory mechanism to Hort

Innovation.

DFA, as a Peak Industry Body, can

apply for advertised projects pertinent

for dried grapes such as industry

development or communications,

along with any other tenderer. DFA

will apply for a new Communications

Program to begin in 2023.

Hort Innovation is revising the role of

Peak Industry Bodies (PIBs) through a

process known as Reset and Refresh.

While some PIBs may take on the role

of the SIAP, others may look at other

options such as facilitating the

agenda for R&D into the future, but

not taking on the advisory

mechanism. There will be a range of

flexibility in this new era for PIBs.

The R&D levy set at $11/tonne and the

marketing levy set at $7/tonne form

the basis of funding for all projects

the Dried Grape SIAP assesses before

providing input to Hort Innovation.

These decisions are influenced by the

goals set by industry, captured in the

development of the new Hort

Innovation Strategic Investment Plan.



D F A  A C T I V I T I E S

This season brought further challenges with the weather, mostly rain events that

slowed the season for the majority of growers and impacted on quality.

The following statistics have been collected and collated from the processors in

terms of the 2022 crop yields received:
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TONNAGE REPORT 2022 HARVEST

VARIETY TONNES

Sultanas

Sunglo

Sunmuscat

Currants

Raisins

Other

2022 total:

4457

1537

5907

1808

222

861

14,792 (up from

11,756.4 in 2021



COMMUNICATIONS

Communication activities continue

to be extremely important for the

promotion of research, development

and extension and thanks go to both

Megan Frankel-Vaughan and Lauren

Roden for their great work in

facilitating and delivering

information to the industry.

DFA was fortunate to have Lauren

return for six months while Megan

was on maternity leave.
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Continued to provide Covid-19

updates on various lockdown

restrictions, border requirements

and their impact to industry

participants

Promoted field walks and

learnings from these events via

Currant News, Vine magazine

and on the DFA YouTube channel

Provided social media posts

promoting the dried grape

industry

The production of Currant News

delivered to stakeholders every

fortnight

Continued to work with

Australian Table Grape

Association on the quarterly

production of the Vine Magazine

Maintained the Australian

Sultanas website

Worked on a new Dried Fruits

Australia website while

maintaining the current site

Media releases on industry issues

as required

The Communications Project, which

concluded at end June 2022, funded

by Hort Innovation, has delivered key

information to all industry

stakeholders throughout the year,

focussing on the following::
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PROMOTION AND MARKETING 
OF DRIED GRAPES

Attendance at and sponsorship support for

the Mildura Field Days

Continued support for the Bako Diary and

Calendar in Europe via Boden Bosch Spies

to continue the ongoing promotion of

Australian dried grapes to the European

baking sector

Continued to provide input to a global

marketing campaign focused on health

benefits of consuming dried fruits with the

campaign committee comprising

representatives from UK importers, Raisins

South Africa, and California Prunes.

Funding was received from the

International Nut and Dried Fruit Council

(INC) to support this promotional

campaign, which was mainly developed

and shown in the UK (largest dried fruits

market in the world) using a British gold

medal-winner in diving, Matty Lee MBE.

Over the past year, DFA focussed on

maintaining the Australian Sultanas website –

www.australiansultanas.com.au – which is now

the major online hub for global and domestic

promotion, as well as the Australian Sultanas

social media channels.

Other activities included:

http://www.australiansultanas.com.au/


Field walks at the TAFE and

Agriculture Victoria Smart farms

Tours of the 10 Tonne Project demo

sites in late spring and pre-harvest

Discussions on mechanical pruning

and yield monitoring

A field day on harvesters, harvest

preparation and summer pruning

Field days in Mildura and Loxton on

mechanical winter pruning

2021-22 welcomed the

commencement of the new five-year

Industry Innovation and Adoption

Program, funded by Hort Innovation.

The year saw the DFA industry

development program return to face-

to-face events.

Working closely with the Board, Drying

For Profit committee and 10-Tonne

advisory committee, industry

development officer Stuart Putland

facilitated six industry field walks.

These included;

While this year was planned to be the

end of the 10 Tonne Project, DFA has

was able to negotiate a 12-month

extension to the project.

A range of investors over the past year

have used GrapeInvest, developed as

part of the 10 Tonne Project as a tool

for any potential dried grape industry

investors to test their investment

assumptions,

DFA, with support from the former

branches at Merbein, Red Cliffs and

Mildura, the Dried Fruits Trust,

individual growers, Mallee Regional

Innovation Centre and La Trobe

University, with funding support from

the Federal Government, have finalised

development of a prototype

mechanical pruning system. The

system uses a lidar camera to provide

input to a micro-computer system that

then maps the cordon and then

controls a cutting head. The system is

tractor-mounted, hydraulically-driven

and can operate at speeds up to

2km/h. Calculations estimate of up to

two-thirds of time and up to $1000/ha

could be saved using this system for

winter pruning.

The prototype system was

demonstrated at two field days during

the year. All of the diagrams and

computer system information are

available to growers who are keen to

build their own, and the La Trobe

University RAMPS team are available to

build new vision systems and

associated computer controllers as

required. There is still some experience

to be gained and long-term

monitoring put in place to optimise

this system, including monitoring the

cordon response to mechanical

pruning.
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INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENT
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SPRAY DIARY

DFA, aware of the tightening of

compliance of MRLs in key markets,

has worked for some time toward

improved traceability. After applying

for funding through the Australian

Government’s Traceability Project, and

working collaboratively with processors

and industry, DFA engaged GrapeWeb

to deliver an online Spray Diary, which

will come into effect from spring 2022.

For those who do not have access to

the internet, DFA continues to provide

the chemical listings and a hard copy

Spray Diary, which is free to members

and $15 for non-members.

A great deal of work occurred

throughout the past year in developing

this new online mechanism, including

the review of MRLs in key markets and

the use of Hort Innovation consultant

Kevin Bodnaruk to assist with

interpretation of EU and other key

market restrictions that impact

chemicals usage in dried grape

production.

DFA continues to work with and learn

from the National Farmers’ Federation

in regard to industrial relations activity

and appreciates their strong advocacy

on issues impacting the Hort Award,

including representations regarding

the increase to the minimum wage as

well as the changes to underpinning

the piece rate.

The Fair Work Commission (FWC)

recently approved a $40/week increase

to the Hort Award, which commenced

from 1 July 2022. In the reporting year

of 2021-2022, the FWC had already

approved a new rate for the minimum

wage for a level 1 fruit picker being

$20.33/hour, therefore increasing the

casual rate, which includes 25 per cent

loading, to $25.41/hour. The new casual

rate for Level 1 in 2022-2023 is now

$26.73/hour and the new casual piece

work rate will be $30.74/hour,

underpinning all piece rate work.

DFA will continue to provide all the

relevant links on these new rates to

members via the DFA website (members

section) and in hard copy if required. This

information can also be found on the

Fair Work Ombudsman site detailing

wages information to assist growers.

MEMBERSHIP FEES

WORKPLACE RELATIONS

Members continue to support the new

sliding scale for membership fees,

although regretfully there has been a

number of producers who have exited

the industry over the past year, which

has seen a downturn in overall fee

contributions.



Throughout the year, the organisation

was again served by a small but

dedicated team.

On behalf of the Board and the

industry I would like to offer sincere

thanks to Robyn, Stuart, Meg, Lauren

and Anne, who all worked extremely

hard to deliver improved outcomes for

the industry in general and for the

organisation in what was again a

challenging year of Covid-19

lockdowns.

At the time of writing we are

farewelling Anne and Stuart who have

both been with DFA for more than five

years.

Anne is set to enjoy a more relaxed life

in retirement and Stuart will be

crossing over to wine grape industry

development.

I offer my sincere thanks to both for

their leadership and work in areas such

as winter pruning mechanisation;

assisting in setting the R&D agenda;

obtaining funding for and managing

the 10 Tonne Project; dried grape

biosecurity; and so many other projects

and administrative tasks.

On that note, the Board and industry

sincerely welcomes Thomas Cheung as

the new CEO of Dried Fruits Australia,

and Stephen Kelly as the new industry

development officer.

Both are well known to the majority of

dried grape producers and processors

and I know that they will serve the

industry with enthusiasm and

dedication.

Mark King, DFA Chair
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STAFFING
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AFFILIATIONS WITH
KEY ORGANISATIONS:

National Farmers’ Federation (NFF) – Board

membership and Horticulture Council

Horticulture Industry Network (HIN)

Plant Health Australia (PHA)

Murray Darling Basin Authority (MDBA)

Victorian and Murray Valley Vine

Improvement Association (VAMVVIA)

Australian Farm Institute (AFI)

Association Forum

Murray Valley Winegrowers

Australian Table Grape Association

Almond Board of Australia

Citrus Australia

INDUSTRY ENGAGEMENT

All levels of government

Key horticultural industry stakeholders

MDBA

DFA is actively engaged in advocacy on a range

of national issues, representing positions of key

strategic importance and conveying those to:

DFA continues to deliver on areas as diverse as

biosecurity, market opportunities, workplace

relations and, most importantly, R&D industry

innovations.

DFA remains actively engaged in advocacy for a

range of national issues to benefit all industry

stakeholders. The range of agencies includes:

regional horticultural industry organisations

Hort Innovation, NFF and Hort Council, Plant

Health Australia and Hort Industry Network.



Low allocations have now been traded

for high allocations.

Dams and rivers across the Murray

Darling Basin are spilling and flooding

in all directions. 

The thought of issues with water

trading have not been realised this

year because many consumers are

either flooded or rainfall has been

sufficient not to irrigate.

The Victorian Government has

reviewed the Goulburn River rules for

Intervalley Trade Rules.

The Government has now confirmed

that the draft rules changing Goulburn

River Intervalley Trade Rules have been

completed.

NSW Water Plans and Floodplain

harvesting for internal rivers in the

state are still being worked on and

appear to be well in hand. 

As an industry that is reliant on

irrigation, we are struggling to manage

properties that are flooded from

rainfall and being able to spray for

disease control when required.

It is not going to be easy for the dried

fruits industry this season unless the

rain stops, and things dry out so that

we can manage our future.

Addendum: Federal Government

Budget. Buy back is now on the

agenda. Watch this space.

.

Tony Martin, Board Member
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WATER
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PLANT BIOSECURITY AND DFA BIOSECURITY LEVY

DFA continues to be heavily involved in

ensuring biosecurity threats to dried

grapes are eradicated where possible.

As a signatory to the Emergency Plant

Pest Response Deed, DFA must attend

meetings whenever a possible threat

to dried grape biosecurity is detected.

Over this past year there have been

several worrying detections,

particularly of Kaphra Beetle.

Kaphra is number 2 on the most

(un)wanted list of exotic pests,

originates in South Asia and is one of

the world’s most destructive pests of

grain products and seeds.

Unluckily for our industry, it also can

also impact dried fruit.

Similar to 2020, in 2021 there was a

further detection that originated from

container shipping. Through

government and industry working

together, this detection, along with

other exotic pest detections, has been

contained.

However, with the increasing rate of

container shipping entering Australian

ports, the biosecurity threat is

constant.

The Federal Government is deploying

new technologies that are assisting in

detecting biosecurity threats and there

has been an increase in funding to

protect Australia’s overall plant and

animal health status.

There is always a cost associated with

any of these incursions, particularly in

regard to the eradication process.

DFA’s dried grape biosecurity levy,

raising $11,000 in its first year (Jan-Dec

2021), has been used to pay for DFA’s

contribution (under the Deed) for

eradication measures.

The amount to pay is based on the

industry’s GDP and the impact of the

pest – in most cases, the majority of

these costs is borne by the Federal

Government, the States, and other

industries that are more heavily

impacted than dried grapes.

Biosecurity awareness training is

available for all growers on the Plant

Health Australia (PHA) website.

There are also a range of other

resources on the PHA website to assist

growers.
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COMMERCIALISATION
(NEW VARIETIES) PROJECT

During this year a new licence agreement 

 was due to be negotiated with CSIRO. 

 DFA through the Unique Varieties

Committee negotiated several key

changes to the production royalties

associated with the licensed varieties of

Sunglo and Black Gem.

Production royalties are now based on a

per tonne charge rather than a per

hectare charge and will only remain in

place for 10 years from the

commencement of production. 

Propagation royalties remain unchanged

and apply to Sunglo, Black Gem and

Bruces Sport FSAC.

CSIRO continues their evaluation work on

new varieties and rootstocks with input

from producers and processors on market

opportunities.

Matching market demands is important in

the development of new varieties and

there is a range of research work being

examined in the development of key

varieties that are weather tolerant and

appeal to new and existing markets.

The Unique Varieties Committee

continues to monitor and oversee these

options.
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HISTORY PROJECT

During this year, DFA finalised the

archiving of historical materials within the

office.

DFA received funding from the Public

Record Office Victoria for Stage Two of

preserving historical materials that have

been collected over the past century.

Through many hours of diligent work,

historian Nikki Henningham has

successfully archived historical documents

and papers, ensuring all are stored

appropriately to prevent further

deterioration.

Nikki has also developed a database to

document critical historical information

for future generations.

DFA staff have been very grateful for

Nikki’s experience and assistance in

maintaining the many historical

documents that convey the growth and

development of the dried fruits industry in

Australia.
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E X P O R T S

In the 12-month period ending June 2022, a total of 3748.3 tonnes ($19,612,275)

was exported globally, compared to 4791 tonnes ($24,506,597) the previous year.

AUSTRALIAN DRIED GRAPE EXPORTS
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I M P O R T S

In the 12-month period ending June 2022, a total of 17,800 tonnes of dried grapes

were imported compared to 20,010 the previous year.

AUSTRALIAN DRIED GRAPE IMPORTS

TOTAL CURRANT
IMPORTS: 1458.2T
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